Appendix
This appendix consists of three parts: a glossary, a detailed explanation of the actions on
the Elder cards, and a detailed explanation of all the Building card effects.

PART I: GLOSSARY
The following explains some frequently used phrases and symbols. You will encounter most of these on the Building cards.
Some of them are also used on the elder cards and action spaces.

Immediately:

A colon tells you when or where a certain effect is triggered. The time or place
is stated to the left of the colon (e.g., right after you play the card); the effect
is stated to the right of it.

+3 wood

A plus sign is either preceded or followed by a number. If preceded, it means
“or more” (e.g., “4+” means “4 or more”). If it is followed by a number and
good, you may take the indicated number of goods from the general supply
and place them in your personal supply (e.g., “+2 wood”).

4 wood

1 gold

A right arrow indicates that you may exchange the goods shown to the left of
the arrow for the goods shown to the right of it. Unless stated otherwise, you
must always exchange goods from your personal supply for goods from the
general supply. You may do this exactly once unless you are using an “Anytime”
effect (see part III on page 3 of this appendix). The right arrow is also used in
the context of removing a Forest.

2 wood & 2 fish

When exchanging goods, if you are supposed to pay or get multiple types of
goods, the different types are connected by an ampersand.

1st/2nd/3rd worker:
-1/+1/+2 fish

Slashes indicate that only one of several options apply. Corresponding options
occupy the same position within their group of slashes. (Example: “If A/B/C,
then a/b/c” means a follows from A, b from B, and c from C.)

? = haul size

A question mark is used with variable Building costs. What value the question
mark stands for is described on the Building card.
An asterisk indicates that the Victory Point value (VP) of a Building depends
on a condition. The condition is described on the Building card.

*2 VP per ship

Build a Ship

Actions are denoted in italics.

Other terms:
free

empty

A Building space is considered free if it does not contain a Building or Forest.
A Fishing track space is considered free if it does not contain a Ship (or Building).
If a space just contains goods or other tokens, it is considered free.
A space is empty if it literally contains nothing (not even goods or other tokens).

or

and/or

On the cards, “or” always means “either … or …”.
“A and/or B”, on the other hand, always means “A or B or both”.

Remove a Forest

Whenever you are supposed to remove a Forest, you may remove a Forest
from anywhere on your Harbor board—either from a double space containing
a single Forest or from a double space containing multiple Forests. Return the
removed Forest to the general supply.
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Architect

Harbor Master

Exchange 1 ship:
Part II: The Elders
sloop
cutter
Builder
or
The following explains each of the 18 Elder cards in detail.
cutter
schooner
Remove
The card number and the number
of players with which a card is used are shown in parentheses.
1 forest
Architect (13, 5 players)
Harbor Master (6, 1-5 players)
+1
The Architect is placed at the bottom of a random wood and
The Harbor Master is placed on the bottom right space,
afterward
Elder stack.
below the Pisciculturist.
Take a “Build a Building” action.
Build a Building Exchange a Ship from your Fishing track for a Ship

Build a Building

Carpenter

Builder (7, 1-5 players)
The Builder is placed on the top left space, on top of
the Contractor.
Remove
Remove a Forest from anywhere on your Harbor board.
1 forest
(This is not considered a “Deforest” action.) Then take
Build
Ship
or
1 wood from the general supply and place the wood inayour
personal
Build aaction
Building
supply. Afterward, you may take a “Build a Building”
(or decline the action). You may not build first and then take the wood.

Constructor

Carpenter (14, 5 players)
The Carpenter is placed at the bottom of a random
Elder stack.
Build a Ship
Remove a Forest from anywhere on your Harbor board.or
(This is not considered a “Deforest” action.) You may
a action
Building
then take either a “Build a Ship” or “Build aBuild
Building”
Pay 3 fish and
(or decline both actions).

Contractor
remove 0, 1,

Constructor (2, 1-5 players)
or 2 forests
The Constructor is placed on the top middle space,
Build
a Building
below the Steward.
Take either a “Build a Ship” or “Build a Building” action.
Contractor (1, 1-5 players)
The Contractor is placed on the top left space, below
the Builder.
Return 3 fish from your personal supply to the general
Build a Ship
supply. Also, remove either 0, 1, or 2 Forests from
any(for
1 wood less)
where on your Harbor board. (This is not considered a “Deforest”
or
action.) You may then take a “Build a Building” action (or decline the
Build
a
Building
action). Even if you decline the action (e.g., because you just want
to remove up to two Forests), you must also pay the fish.

Engineer

Pisciculturist

Pond Builder

Pisciculturist (12, 4-5 players)
Distribute 4 fish
The Pisciculturist is placed on the bottom rightplus
space,1 fish per
on top of the Harbor Master.
building, as you
From the general supply, take 3 fish and an additional
would
during the
1 fish for each elder in your Elder Council (including the
fishing
Pisciculturist) and place the fish in your personal supply. phase
Fhishing

Phase
Pond Builder (3, 1-5 players)
The Pond Builder is placed on the top right space,
below the Silviculturist.
+3 wood and
From the general supply, take 4 fish and an additional
place
1 forest on
1 fish for each Building on your Harbor board
(not necessarily on Building spaces) and put the fish into
your
hand.
Distribute
a free or forested
the fish as you would in the Fishing phase (phase
I,
see
page
6 of
double space
the rule book or the overview on your Elder Council).

Ranger

Fish Deliverer

Ranger (16, 5 players)
The Ranger is placed at the bottom of a random Elder
stack.
Take 3 wood from the general supply and place the
Fish
wood in your personal supply. You may then takeServe
a
(+1
gold or
and
+1 wood
Forest from the general supply and place it on
a free
already
per
served
forested double space of your Harbor board (or decline theplate)
Forest).
It does not matter how many Forests are already on the space.
(Remember that Forests may not overhang.)

Forest Manager

Sailor (5, 1-5 players)
The Sailor is placed on the bottom middle space, below
Sell 1 sloop/
the Engineer.
Take a “Serve Fish” action, serving fish to one orcutter/schooner
more
plates. From the general supply, take the usual 1for
gold2/4/7 gold
and an additional 1 wood for each newly served plate and place the
gold and the wood in your personal supply.

Engineer (11, 4-5 players)
The Engineer is placed on the bottom middle space,
Transfer Reserve
on top of the Sailor.
and afterward
Take either a “Build a Ship” or “Build a Building”
Serve
action. If you choose to “Build a Ship”, the Ship costs
you Fish
(+1 would
gold per
served
1 wood less, if possible. (Consequently, a sloop
cost
you plate)
1 wood and 2 fish, a cutter 5 wood and 1 gold, and a schooner
7 wood and 8 fish unless you pay 4 gold for it.)
Fish Deliverer (15, 5 players)
The Fish Deliverer is placed at the bottom of a random
Remove
Elder stack.
2 forests
You may take a “Transfer Reserve” action. Afterward or
+5 wood
alternatively, you may take a “Serve fish” action, serving fish
gold
to one or more plates (and receiving 1 gold for each+1
newly
served
plate as usual).

Forest Manager (4, 1-5 players)
Forester
The Forest Manager is placed on the bottom left space,
below the Forester.
Remove
Remove exactly two Forests from anywhere on your
1 forest
Harbor board. (This is not considered a “Deforest” action.)
+3 wood
Then take 5 wood and 1 gold from the general supply
place the
+1and
gold
wood and the gold in your personal supply.
Forester (10, 4-5 players)
The Forester is placed on the bottom left space, on top
of the Forest Manager.
Remove a Forest from anywhere on your Harbor board.
(This is not considered a “Deforest” action.) Then take
3 wood and 1 gold from the general supply and place the wood and
the gold in your personal supply.
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from the Ships and Elders supply board. (This is not
considered a “Build a Ship” action.) You may either exchange
a sloop for a cutter, or a cutter for a schooner. (You cannot exchange a schooner or the preprinted starting catboat.) Return
the Ship from your Fishing track to the Ships and
+3Elders
fishsupply
and
board (it can be reacquired). Move the remaining Ships on your
+1
fish
per
elder
Fishing track as far to the left as possible. Then add the new Ship
to the right of your Ships on the Fishing track. You cannot use
the Harbor Master if all spaces of your Fishing track are covered
already.

Sailor

Shipowner

Ship Owner (18, 5 players)
The Ship Owner is placed at the bottom of a random
Elder stack.
Sell exactly one Ship from your Fishing track: either a
sloop for 2 gold, a cutter for 4 gold, or a schooner for
+1 wood
7 gold. (You cannot sell the preprinted starting catboat.) Take the
and
gold from the general supply and place it in your personal supply.
Deforest
Return the sold Ship to the Ships and Elders supply board (it canor
be
Reforest
reacquired) and move the remaining Ships on your Fishing
track as
far to the left as possible.

Silviculturist

Silviculturist (9, 3-5 players)
The Silviculturist is placed on the top right space, on
top of the Pond Builder.
Take 1 wood from the general supply and place the
wood in your personal supply. You may then take either
a “Deforest” or “Reforest” action (or decline both actions).

and
Transfer Reserve

receiving 2 gold
and 3 fish for it
Sponsor (17, 5 players)
The Sponsor is placed at the bottom of a random Elder
stack.
Take an “Issue a Share” action. Take the usual 2 gold
and an additional 3 fish from the general supply and
place the gold and the fish in your personal supply.

Steward (8, 3-5 players)
The Steward is placed on the top middle space, on top
of the Constructor.
Take 2 wood from the general supply and place the
wood in your personal supply. You may then take a
“Transfer Reserve” action (or decline the action).

Part III: The Buildings
This section explains the 132 Building cards in detail.

In addition to the Glossary terms, note the following:
1.

The Buildings are divided into three decks, as shown on the
back and by the card number. Each deck is divided further
into A, B, and C Buildings.
• Cards in the Herring deck are numbered 101 through 154.
• Cards in the Mackerel deck are numbered 201 through
254.
• Cards in the Codfish deck are numbered 301 through 354.

2.

Regardless of this, every Building falls into one of six categories, depending on its effect. The categories follow from the
card texts but they are also color-coded (background color
of the box with the card number).
• Anytime: You may carry out the effect at any time during
the game, even outside your own turn, until scoring begins. If you are in the middle of an action, you must first
complete that other action before you may use this effect.
• Immediately: Carry out the effect right after you build the
Building. You may decline the effect. If you do, you may
not carry it out later.
• Once: The effect requires a certain condition to be met.
When it is, carry out the effect immediately and only
once. If you are in the middle of an action, you must first
complete that other action before you may use this effect.
If the condition is met when you build the Building, carry
out the effect immediately.
• Special Ability: This category is for all Buildings that do
not fit in any of the other five categories. Most of these
Buildings provide ongoing effects (like discounts).
• Victory Points: These Buildings usually do not have any
meaningful effect other than being worth a lot of Victory
Points at game end.
• Whenever: These effects can be used over and over again
(e.g., each time a certain action is taken). Only you can
trigger the effect; it does not trigger on another player’s
turns. If you are in the middle of an action, you must first
complete that other action before you may use this effect.

3.

Building cards whose names do not represent an actual
building (like “Boardwalk” or “Wet Storage”) are still
considered Buildings.

4.

If multiple effects are triggered at the same time, you may
choose the order in which you carry them out.

5.

Even if a Building has no effect, it can still score Victory
Points at the end of the game.

Below are the detailed explanations. You will find the following
information in parentheses behind the Building name in this
order: the deck (Herring, Mackerel, Codfish), the letter (A, B, C)
and card number, the Building cost, and the Victory Point value
(VP).

A
Administration (Codfish, C354; Building cost: 3 wood, 3 fish;
0 or 6 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Administration scores
6 VP if there is an equal number of Buildings and Ships on your
Harbor board, including the preprinted starting catboat. (Buildings
like the “Stilt House” from the Mackerel deck that are not placed
on Building spaces still count as Buildings.)
Angler’s House (Herring, A115; Building cost: 1 wood, 1 fish,
1 gold; 2 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) place fish from the
general supply in your Reserve (and not in your personal supply)
until there are exactly 8 fish in your Reserve. The Angler’s House
has no effect if there are 8 or more fish in your Reserve already.
Aquarium (Herring, C149; Building cost: 3 wood, 10 fish,
3 gold; 0-10 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Aquarium scores a
number of VP equal to double the number of Elders in your Elder
Council. (Note that the number of seats in the Elder Council are
limited. The Aquarium can score at most 10 VP.) The Aquarium
scores nothing if you have no Elders.
Arboretum (Herring , A107; Building cost: 1 fish, 1 gold; 1 VP)
You may immediately (and only once via this Building) take two
consecutive “Reforest” actions, without placing a Worker. As usual,
during each of these actions, place 2 Forests on a free double space
on your Harbor board. (This “Reforest” action may trigger other
Buildings like the “Forest Lake Hut”.) The Arboretum has no effect if
you do not have a free double space.

B
Ballroom (Codfish, C347; Building cost: 3 wood, 4 fish, 2 gold;
4 or 6 VP)
You may immediately (and only once via this Building) take a
“Take an Elder” action, without placing a Worker. As usual, take an
accessible Elder from the Ships and Elders supply board and place
him on a free seat in your Elder Council. (This “Take an Elder”
action may trigger other Buildings like the “Holiday Resort”.) You
may not use the new Elder right away. (You may use him on your
next turn or later via a normal Worker action.) The Ballroom has
no effect if there are no seats left in your Elder Council.
During scoring at the end of the game, the Ballroom scores
6 VP if there are no Elders left on the Ships and Elders supply
board. Otherwise, the Ballroom only scores 4 VP. In the solo
game, from now on, each time before you build a Building, you
may remove an Elder on the Ships and Elders supply board from
the game (otherwise you would not be able to score 6 VP for the
Ballroom.
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Bank (Codfish, C343; Building cost 3 wood, 10 gold; 15 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, all of your negative VP are
doubled. (You cannot prevent this.) This includes negative VP from
free Building spaces and Unissued Shares (which would score -2 VP
each) as well as negative VP from Buildings (like the “Bird Colony”
from the Mackerel deck, which would score -4 VP).
Bank Center (Mackerel, C241; Building cost: 4 wood, 3 fish,
1 gold; 1 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) take an amount of
gold from the general supply equal to the number of issued Shares
that you have, regardless of color. Unissued Shares do not count.
Beach Hostel (Codfish, C352; Building cost: 2 wood, 1 fish;
0-8 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Beach Hostel scores a
number of VP equal to double the number of free Building spaces
in the bottom row of your Harbor board. (These are the four
Building spaces right above your Fishing track.) You still score the
negative VP from those Building spaces (which will be doubled
if you also have the “Bank”). The Beach Hostel scores nothing if
all Building spaces in the bottom row contain Buildings and/or
Forests.
Bird Colony (Mackerel, A201; Building cost: N/A; -2 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) take 3 gold from the
general supply and place the gold in your personal supply.
Boardinghouse (Mackerel, C247; Building cost: 2 wood, 3 fish,
1 gold; 0 or 5 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Boardinghouse scores
5 VP if there are at least 3 “B” Buildings on your Harbor board.
(Your “A” and “C” Buildings do not count.) The Boardinghouse
scores nothing if you have 2 or fewer “B” Buildings.
Boardwalk (Herring, C141; Building cost: 11 wood; 0 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) take 4 gold and 4 fish
from the general supply and place the gold and the fish in your
personal supply.
Boat Hall (Codfish, B328; Building cost: 4 wood, 1 cutter; 3 VP)
Pay the required cutter by removing it from your Fishing track.
Return the cutter to the Ships and Elders supply board (it can be
reacquired) and move the remaining Ships on your Fishing track as
far to the left as possible.
Then immediately (and only once via this Building) take up to
2 sloops from the Ships and Elders supply board and add the
sloops to the right of your Ships on the Fishing track. The Boat Hall
has no effect if there are no sloops left or if there is not enough
space on your Fishing track. Otherwise taking the sloop(s) is considered a single “Build a Ship” action (which can trigger other
Buildings like the “Seafaring Society” from the Herring deck).
Boatbuilder (Herring, A102; Building cost: 3 fish, 2 gold; 0 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) take 1 free cutter from
the Ships and Elders supply board and add the cutter to the right
of the Ships on your Fishing track. The Boatbuilder has no effect
if there are no cutters left or if there is not enough space on your
Fishing track. (You may not take a sloop instead.) Otherwise taking
the cutter is considered a “Build a Ship” action (which may trigger
other Buildings like the “Seafaring Society”).
Boatcarver (Herring, B132; Building cost: 2 wood, 3 fish; 0 or 4 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Boatcarver scores
4 VP if you have at least 6 Ships, including the preprinted starting
catboat. The Boatcarver scores nothing if you have 5 or fewer
Ships. (Note that the number of spaces on the Fishing track are
limited. With three schooners—in 1- and 2-player games with just
two schooners—you cannot get to six Ships.)
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Boathouse (Herring, A101; Building cost: 2 wood; -1 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) take 1 free sloop
from the Ships and Elders supply board and add the sloop to the
right of the Ships on your Fishing track. The Boathouse has no
effect if there are no sloops left or if there is not enough space
on your Fishing track. Otherwise taking the sloop is considered a
“Build a Ship” action (which may trigger other Buildings like the
“Seafaring Society”).
Building Company (Mackerel, A214; Building cost: 3 fish, 2 gold; 2 VP)
Every Ship and Building that you build on your third Worker’s turn
costs you 2 wood less, if possible. This also applies when you build
the Ship or Building as a consequence of another action (e.g., via
a Building like the “Ship Holding Co.” from the Herring deck). Other
Buildings (like the “Slipway” from the Herring deck) may offer
additional discounts. No cost can drop below 0.

C
Carver (Codfish, C346; Building cost: 2 fish, 2 gold; 0 or more VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Carver scores a
number of VP equal to the number of Buildings on your Harbor
board with a printed wood cost in the Building cost section on
the left side of the card. (The Carver does not count because
it is built with fish and gold.) Buildings showing a variable
wood cost (like the “Forest Admin.” and the “Pond Hut”) do
count. (Neither does it matter nor do you have to remember
whether or not wood has been actually paid for these Buildings.
A question mark next to wood is considered a wood cost.)
Buildings that require you pay a Ship instead of wood (like the
“Customs Area”) do not count.
Castle (Herring, C148; Building cost: 8 gold; 11 VP)
The Castle has no effect.
Chancellery (Mackerel, C251; Building cost: 5 wood, 4 fish,
3 gold; 0 or 8 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Chancellery scores
8 VP if there are at least 4 Elders in your Elder Council. The
Chancellery scores nothing if you have 3 or fewer Elders.
Chief’s House (Mackerel, A215; Building cost: 2 fish, 1 gold; 2 VP)
Each time after you place a new Elder in your Elder Council, take
1 gold from the general supply and place the gold in your Reserve
(and not in your personal supply).
Church (Codfish, C349; Building cost: 7 wood, 7 fish, 3 gold;
0 or 9 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Church scores 9 VP if
it is orthogonally and/or diagonally adjacent to at least 5 other
Buildings. (Note that only 6 out of the 11 Building spaces are viable
spots for the Church if you want to score 9 VP for it.) The Church
scores nothing if it is surrounded by 4 or fewer Buildings.
Clearing (Mackerel, A213; Building cost: 2 fish, 2 gold; 1 VP)
Each time after you place new gold in your personal supply, take
an equal amount of wood from the general supply and place the
wood in your personal supply. (You do not lose the gold from this.
Observe the 12 wood limit in your personal supply.) The effect of
the Clearing does not apply to gold that you place in your Reserve
or anywhere else but your personal supply (but the effect will
apply as soon as you move that gold into your personal supply).
Club (Codfish, B331; Building cost: 1 wood, 7 fish; 0-20 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Club scores a number
of VP equal to double the number of “C” Buildings on your Harbor
board. (Note that there are only 8, 9, or 10 “C” Buildings total in any
given game, depending on the number of players.)

Codfish Farm (Codfish, C350; Building cost: 7 wood, 2 gold;
0 or 8 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Codfish Farm scores
8 VP if there are at least 20 fish total in your personal supply and
on the Reserve space of your Harbor board. (Consider the sum of
the two amounts, not each amount individually.) The Codfish Farm
scores nothing if you have 19 or fewer fish total.
Cold Storage (Mackerel, A217; Building cost: 2 gold; 3 VP)
The Cold Storage changes the basic rule for you when your Elders
get a third fish. Instead of moving 1 fish into your personal supply
and 2 fish into the general supply, you may, alternatively, leave
1 fish on the Elder, move 1 fish into your personal supply, and
1 fish into the general supply. (This way your Elders will
accumulate 3 fish faster. If you like, you may still apply the basic
rule for some or all of your Elders, e.g., to use the effect of the
“Residential Home” from the Herring deck.)
Collection Point (Codfish, A309; Building cost: 1 fish, 1 gold; 1 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) place 1 wood from
the general supply on each free Building space of your Harbor
board. (Place the wood after you build the Collection Point.)
Building spaces with wood are still considered free (see part I on
page 1 of this appendix). Each time before you build a Building or
place a Forest on a Building space with wood from the Collection
Point, move the wood into your personal supply. (Return it to
the general supply instead if you already have 12 wood in your
personal supply.) Note that you get the wood before you must
pay the Building cost. In particular, the effect of the Collection
Point allows you to choose a Building that you cannot afford at the
moment, provided you will be able to pay the Building cost after
receiving that 1 wood. Before scoring, return any wood that you
did not collect this way to the general supply. The Collection Point
has no effect if you do not have any free Building spaces.
Construction Yard (Codfish, A306; Building cost: 1 wood, 3 fish; 1 VP)
Each time after you complete a “Build a Building” action, if there
are at least two of your Workers on the “Build a Building” action
space, take 1 gold from the general supply and place it in your
personal supply. (It does not matter how you got the “Build a
Building” action.) Note that, in 1- and 2-player games, there are
two “Build a Building” action spaces. The Construction Yard also
applies when you occupy both of these action spaces. In a solo
game, both of these Workers must be of the active color. Note
that, in 1-, 4- and 5-player games, Workers on the Imitation tile do
not count, even if they copied the “Build a Building” action.
Cooling House (Codfish, A313; Building cost: 4 wood, 1 gold; 2 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) double the
amount of fish on the Reserve space of your Harbor board by
taking a corresponding amount of fish from the general supply
and placing it there. Doing so, you may explicitly ignore the
normal 8 fish limit in your Reserve. (Consequently, you can have
at most 16 fish in your Reserve via the effect of the Cooling
House.) As long as there are 8 or more fish in your Reserve, you
cannot get any more fish in there. (The next time you empty
your Reserve, you must observe the normal 8 fish limit again.)
The Cooling House has no effect if there is no fish in your
Reserve.
Cooperage (Codfish, A310; Building cost: 2 fish, 1 gold; 2 VP)
At any time (and any number of times) until scoring, except in
the middle of another action, you may exchange 1 wood in your
personal supply for 1 fish from the general supply. Alternatively,
you may exchange 4 wood for 1 gold. Note that you cannot make
this exchange in the middle of the “Sailor” Elder action to serve
fish to additional plates by immediately exchanging the wood you
get from the action for fish.

Customs Area (Codfish, B327; Building cost: 1 sloop; 2 VP)
Pay the required sloop by removing it from your Fishing track.
Return the sloop to the Ships and Elders supply board (it can
be reacquired) and move the remaining Ships on your Fishing
track as far to the left as possible. Then immediately (and only
once via this Building) take 1 wood, 1 fish, and 1 gold from
the general supply and place the wood, the fish, and the gold
in your personal supply. (Observe the 12 wood limit in your
personal supply.) Additionally, immediately (and only once via
this Building) take another 1 wood, 1 fish, and 1 gold from the
general supply and place the wood, the fish, and the gold in
your Reserve (and not in your personal supply again). (Observe
the 8 fish limit in your Reserve.)

D
Dairy (Herring, B125; Building cost: 2 wood, 2 fish; 2 VP)
Each time after you empty the Reserve space on your Harbor
board (e.g., by taking a “Transfer Reserve” action), immediately
place 1 gold from the general supply in your Reserve (and not
in your personal supply). If you have multiple Buildings that fill
your empty Reserve (like the “Wet Storage”), you may apply their
effects all at the same time—in an order of your choice. (All of
these Buildings may be triggered.)
Depot (Mackerel, C246; Building cost: 3 fish, 1 gold; 0 or 6 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Depot scores 6 VP if
you have at least 12 wood or at least 15 gold in your personal
supply. (If you meet both conditions, the Depot still only scores
6 VP.) The Depot scores nothing if you have less than 12 wood
and less than 15 gold in your personal supply.
Dock (Codfish, C345; Building cost: 6 wood, 2 gold; 0 or 7 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Dock scores 7 VP if
there are 3 (or more) sloops or 3 (or 4) cutters or 3 schooners on
your Fishing track. The Dock scores nothing if you have 2 or fewer
Ships of each type.
Dockhouse (Codfish, B321; Building cost: 4 wood, 4 fish, 0 VP)
If the Reserve space on your Harbor track is empty, immediately
(and only once via this Building) take 1 free schooner from the
Ships and Elders supply board and place the schooner in your
Reserve. The Dockhouse has no effect if there are no schooners
left or if there are goods or other things in your Reserve. (You
may not take a sloop or cutter instead.) Otherwise taking the
schooner is considered a “Build a Ship” action (which may
trigger other Buildings like the “Seafaring Society” from the
Herring deck). Add the schooner to the right of your Ships on
the Fishing track the next time you empty your Reserve (e.g.,
by taking a “Transfer Reserve” action). If there is not enough
space on your Fishing track, return the schooner to the Ships
and Elders supply board (it can be acquired normally). During
scoring at the end of the game, the schooner scores nothing if
still in your Reserve.
Docking Harbor (Mackerel, C254; Building cost: 1-7 wood,
1-7 fish; 1-7 VP)
The amount of wood and fish that you must pay for the Docking
Harbor is equal to the number of Ships on your Fishing track,
including the preprinted starting catboat.
During scoring at the end of the game, the Docking Harbor scores
a number of VP equal to the number of Ships on your Fishing
track, including the catboat. (Note that the VP value can differ
from the amount of wood and fish you paid. Note that 7 VP are
only possible in games with 3 or more players.)
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Driftwood Rafting (Mackerel, B226; Building cost: 4 fish, 1 gold;
2 VP)
As long as your haul size is 12, each time before you place a
Worker, take 2 wood from the general supply and place the wood
in your Reserve (and not in your personal supply). Note that there
are Buildings (like the “Ship Broker”) and—in 5-player games—the
“Ship Owner” Elder that can cause your haul size to drop below 12
again. (Also note that there are two 12s on the Fishing track.)

E
Extension (Codfish, C344; Building cost: 1 wood, 1 fish; 0 or 3 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Extension scores 3 VP if
it is orthogonally adjacent to at least 3 other Buildings. (Diagonally
adjacent Buildings do not count.) The Extension scores nothing if it
is orthogonally adjacent to 2 or fewer Buildings.

F
Fish Market (Herring, C144; Building cost: 2 wood, 25 fish; 3 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) take 5 gold from the
general supply and place the gold in your personal supply.
Fish Oil Cookery (Codfish, C353; Building cost: 4 wood, 1 gold;
0-6 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Fish Oil Cookery scores a
number of VP equal to the number of cutters on your Fishing track
plus double the number of schooners on your Fishing track. (Note
that the number of spaces on the Fishing track are limited. The Fish
Oil Cookery can score at most 6 VP.) The Fish Oil Cookery scores
nothing if you have no cutters or schooners.
Fish Stand (Herring, A103; Building cost: 1 wood; 0 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) take 4 fish from the
general supply and place the fish in your personal supply.
Fish Trade (Mackerel, A204; Building cost: 2 wood; 0 VP)
At any time (and any number of times) until scoring, except in the
middle of another action, you may exchange 3 fish in your Reserve
for 1 gold from the general supply. Place the gold in your Reserve
(and not in your personal supply). Note that you cannot make this
exchange in the middle of the Fishing Phase (but only after you
complete all five steps of it).
Fisher’s Cottage (Mackerel, A203; Building cost: 1 wood; 0 VP)
When distributing fish (during the Fishing Phase or the “Pond
Builder” Elder action), you may carry out the third step of the
distribution order twice. (Consequently, during step 3, place two
fish on each Share of your color that you own.)
Fisher’s House (Herring, A116; Building cost: 2 gold; 2 VP)
Each time after you complete an action for which you placed a
Worker, you may take an additional “Serve Fish” action, without
placing another Worker. If you do, you may only serve fish to one
plate (as opposed to the “Serve Fish” action space which allows
you to serve fish to multiple plates). As usual, take 1 gold from the
general supply and place the gold in your personal supply. The
effect of the Fisher’s House does not apply to actions that you take
as a consequence of the Worker action (e.g., actions from other
Building effects).
Fishery (Codfish, C348; Building cost: 10 fish, 0 or 7 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Fishery scores 7 VP
if there are exactly 2 sloops, 2 cutters, and 1 schooner on your
Fishing track. (The order of the Ships on the Fishing track does not
matter. These five Ships will cover all spaces on your Fishing track.)
The Fishery scores nothing if you do not have these exact Ships on
your Fishing track.
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Fishhouse (Mackerel, C244; Building cost 4 wood, 3-24 fish; 7 VP)
The amount of fish that you must pay for the Fishhouse is equal
to the sum of your haul size and the haul size of one other player
of your choice. In the solo game, only your haul size counts. The
Fishhouse has no effect.
Forest Admin. (Codfish, B330; Building cost: 1-11 wood, 1-11 fish;
5 VP)
The amount of wood and fish that you must pay for the Forest
Admin. is equal to the number of Building spaces on your Harbor
board that are not covered with Forest (i.e., either free Building
spaces or containing a Building). The Forest Admin. has no effect.
Forest Home (Codfish, C351; Building cost: 1 wood, 2 fish;
0 or 3 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Forest Home scores
3 VP if you have at least 3 Forests on your Harbor board.
(It does not matter how many different double spaces they occupy.
Every single Forest counts, even if stacked together.) The Forest
Home scores nothing if you have 2 or fewer Forests.
Forest Hut (Codfish, A311; Building cost: 1 wood, 1 fish; 2 VP)
Each time you take the “Reforest” action, you may place exactly
one additional Forest on the newly forested double space. (It
does not matter how you got the “Reforest” action. Placing the
additional Forest is not considered a “Reforest” action on its own.)
Normally, this entails placing 3 instead of 2 Forests on a free
double space. (When carrying out the effect of the “Forester’s
House” from the Herring deck, you could place 5 instead of 4
Forests on a free double space.)
Forest Lake Hut (Herring, A106; Building cost: 1 wood; 0 VP)
Each time after you complete a “Reforest” action, take 1 gold
and 2 fish from the general supply and place the gold and the
fish in your personal supply. (It does not matter how you got the
“Reforest” action.)
Forest Storage (Codfish, A301; Building cost: 2 fish; 0 VP)
Each time after you remove a Forest from your Harbor board, take
1 wood and 1 fish from the general supply and place the wood and
the fish in your Reserve (and not in your personal supply). If you
remove more than one Forest on the same turn, you will get a
corresponding amount of wood and fish. (Observe the 8 fish limit
in your Reserve.) If you build the Forest Storage via the “Builder” or
the “Contractor” (or—in 5-player games—the “Carpenter”) Elder
actions, you do not get this benefit retroactively (because you first
remove a Forest and then build).
Forester’s Cottage (Mackerel, A205; Building cost: 2 wood, 1 fish;
0 VP)
You may immediately (and only once via this Building) add
exactly one Forest each to any number of double spaces already
containing at least one Forest. (It is possible that there are more
than two Forests on a double space. Remember that Forests may
not overhang.) You decide which and how many double spaces
shall receive the additional Forest. (You are not required to add
one to every forested double space.) The Forester’s Cottage has no
effect if you do not have any Forests. (The effect of the Forester’s
Cottage is not considered a “Reforest” action.)
Forester’s House (Herring, A110; Building cost: 3 wood; 1 VP)
You may immediately (and only once via this Building) take a
“Reforest” action, without placing a Worker. If you do, you must
place exactly 4 Forests (instead of the usual two) on a free double
space. (This “Reforest” action may trigger other Buildings like the
“Forest Lake Hut”.) The Forester’s House has no effect if you do not
have a free double space.

Forestry (Codfish, A307; Building cost: 1 fish, 2 gold; 1 VP)
Each time after you use the “Deforest”, “Thin Out”, or “Reforest”
action space with a Worker, take 1 gold from the general supply
and place the gold in your Reserve (and not in your personal
supply). This does not apply when you take the “Deforest”,
“Thin Out”, or “Reforest” action without placing a Worker on
the corresponding action space. (Consequently, the effect of the
Forestry does not apply when you take these actions via an Elder,
or Building, or—in 1-, 4- and 5-player games—via the Imitation
tile.)

Head Office (Codfish, A304; Building cost: 6 wood, 3 fish; 0 VP)
The amount of gold that you get from the Head Office depends
on the number of free Building spaces on your Harbor board.
(Count the spaces after you build the Head Office.) If there are 4,
5, or 6 free Building spaces, you get 3 gold. If there are exactly
7 free Building spaces, you get 4 gold. If there are 8 or more free
Building spaces, you get 5 gold. Take the gold immediately (and
only once via this Building) from the general supply and place it
in your personal supply. The Head Office has no effect if you have
3 or fewer free Building spaces.

Fortress (Herring, C147; Building cost: 10 wood, 10 fish, 3 gold;
7 VP)
At the end of the final Round, right before scoring, you may take
an additional “Build a Building” action, without placing a Worker.
(This “Build a Building” action may trigger other Buildings like the
“Construction Yard” from the Codfish deck.)

Hermitage (Codfish, C341; Building cost: 1 wood, 3 fish; 5 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, gold in your personal
supply scores nothing. (You cannot prevent this.) Only the normal
VP for gold are affected. Buildings that provide VP for gold directly
or indirectly (like the “Market Tower” from the Mackerel deck) are
not affected by the Hermitage.

H
Harbor Area (Codfish, B324; Building cost: 1 gold; 1 VP)
From the general supply, immediately (and only once via this
Building) take twice as much fish as there are Elders in your Elder
Council and as much wood as there are Ships on your Fishing
track, including the preprinted starting catboat. Place the fish
and the wood in your personal supply. (Observe the 12 wood
limit in your personal supply. Note that the number of seats in
the Elder Council and the number of spaces on the Fishing track
are limited. The Harbor Area can net you at most 10 fish and
7 wood—in 1- and 2-player games 10 fish and only 6 wood.)
Harbor Gate (Mackerel, C248; Building cost: 3 wood, 3 gold;
0 or 6 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Harbor Gate scores
6 VP if no space on your Fishing track remains free. The spaces
do not necessarily have to be covered by Ships (e.g., they can be
covered by Buildings like the “Stilt House”). The Harbor Gate scores
nothing if there is at least one free space left on your Fishing track.
Harbor Installation (Herring, C151; Building cost: 10 wood,
5 gold; 2-14 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Harbor Installation
scores a number of VP equal to double the number of Ships on
your Fishing track, including the preprinted starting catboat.
(Note that the number of spaces on the Fishing track are limited.
The Harbor Installation can score at most 14 VP—in 1- and
2-player games only 12 VP.)
Harbor Park (Codfish, B322; Building cost: 1 fish; 0 VP)
As soon as there are at least 3 Elders in your Elder Council,
immediately (and only once via this Building) take 3 wood and
2 gold from the general supply and place the wood and the gold
in your Reserve (and not in your personal supply). If you have 3 or
more Elders already when you build the Harbor Park, you get the
goods right away.
Haulage Firm (Codfish, A318; Building cost: 3 fish, 1 gold; 3 VP)
Each time after you complete an “Issue a Share” action, take
3 wood from the general supply and place the wood in your
personal supply. (It does not matter how you got the “Issue
a Share” action. Observe the 12 wood limit in your personal
supply.) If you issue more than one Share on the same turn
(which is currently only possible via the “Office”), you will still
only get 3 wood. (Because you have three Unissued Shares at the
start of the game, you can use the effect of the Haulage Firm at
most three times.)

Hideaway (Codfish, A314; Building cost: 1 gold; 2 VP)
You may immediately (and only once via this Building) remove
all Forests from your Harbor board but one. (So you must either
literally leave one—and only one—Forest on your Harbor board
or decline the effect of the Hideaway—removing no Forests at
all.) For each Forest that you remove via this effect, take 1 wood
and 1 fish from the general supply and place the wood and the
fish in your personal supply. (The effect of the Hideaway is not
considered a “Deforest” action. Observe the 12 wood limit in your
personal supply.) The Hideaway has no effect if you only have one
Forest or no Forests at all.
Holding Company (Codfish, A316; Building cost: 3 wood, 2 gold;
3 VP)
Each time after you buy Shares (regardless of color), place the
gold that you used to pay for the Shares in your Reserve (instead of the general supply). (It does not matter how you got
to buy the Shares.) If you get the Shares at no cost (e.g., due
to the discount on the “Buy All Shares” action space in Round
4 and later), you do not get any gold into your Reserve via the
Holding Company.
Holiday Resort (Codfish, A302; Building cost: N/A; 0 VP)
Each time before you take a “Take an Elder” action, you must
either pay or receive fish. If you take the action on your first
Worker’s turn, you must return 1 fish from your personal supply
to the general supply, if possible. (If there is no fish in your
personal supply, you do not have to pay any.) If you take the
action on your second and third Worker’s turn, take 1 and 2
fish from the general supply, respectively, and place the fish in
your personal supply. All of this also applies when you “Take an
Elder” as a consequence of another action (e.g., via Buildings
like the “Ballroom” or “Park Lodge”). If you take more than one
“Take an Elder” action on the same turn (e.g., via the “Village
Center” from the Herring deck), you must apply this effect to
each of these actions.

I
Inshore Fishery (Mackerel, C250; Building cost: 7 fish; 0 or 5 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Inshore Fishery scores
5 VP if there are at least 4 Ships on your Fishing track that are
called sloop or cutter. (Your schooners and the preprinted starting
catboat do not count.) The Inshore Fishery scores nothing if you
have 3 or fewer sloops and cutters combined.
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J
Joinery (Herring, A114; Building cost: 2 wood, 2 fish; 1 VP)
Each time after you complete a “Build a Building” action, take
2 wood from the general supply and place the wood in your
Reserve (and not in your personal supply). (It does not matter how
you got the “Build a Building” action.)

L
Laborer Square (Mackerel, A210; Building cost: 1 fish; 0 VP)
Each time after you complete an “Issue a Share” action, you may
exchange exactly 1 gold in your personal supply for 3 wood and
4 fish from the general supply. (You may exchange gold that you
got from the “Issue a Share” action. It does not matter how you
got the “Issue a Share” action. Observe the 12 wood limit in your
personal supply.) If you issue more than one Share on the same
turn (which is currently only possible via the “Office” from the
Codfish deck), you will still only get 1 gold. (Because you have
three Unissued Shares at the start of the game, you can use the
effect of the Laborer Square at most three times.)
Lighthouse (Herring, B129; Building cost: 5 wood, 5 fish; 3 VP)
Each time there are 8 or more fish in your Reserve, you may
immediately take a “Transfer Reserve” action, without placing a
Worker. (This “Transfer Reserve” action may trigger other Buildings like the “Dairy” or “Wet Storage”.) If you are in the middle of
another action, you must first complete that other action before
you may take the “Transfer Reserve” action. This applies especially
to the Fishing Phase: only after you complete all five steps of the
Fishing Phase may you use the effect of the Lighthouse.
Logger’s Pond (Mackerel, A206; Building cost: N/A; 0 VP)
After each turn in which you remove 1 or 2 Forests from your Harbor board, take 2 fish from the general supply and place the fish in
your personal supply. (Even if you remove 2 Forests, you only get
2 fish.) It does not matter whether or not you take a “Deforest”
action to remove the Forests. If you remove more than 2 Forests
on the same turn (e.g., via a Building like the “Hideaway” from the
Codfish deck), you cannot apply the effect of the Logger’s Pond.
Longhouse (Mackerel, C243; Building cost: 6 wood; 6 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, your issued Shares score
nothing, regardless of color. (You cannot prevent this.) Negative VP
from Unissued Shares are not affected—you will still lose VP for
them.

M
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Market Hall (Herring, C145; Building cost: 7 wood, 14 fish; 4 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) take 3 gold from the
general supply and place the gold in your personal supply.
Market Tower (Mackerel, C249; Building cost: 2 gold; 0-12 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Market Tower scores
a number of VP equal to the number of sets in your personal
supply comprised of 1 wood, 1 fish, and 1 gold. The Market
Tower scores nothing if you are missing any of these goods. (In
other words, the Market Tower scores a number of VP equal to
the number of goods in your personal supply that you have the
least of. The Market Tower is not capped at 12 VP. However,
there is currently no way to get past the 12 wood limit in your
personal supply.)

N
Net Pen (Mackerel, A209; Building cost: N/A; 0 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) take 5 fish from the
general supply and place the fish in your Reserve (and not in your
personal supply). (Observe the 8 fish limit in your Reserve.)
Nursery (Mackerel, C242; Building cost: 2 wood, 1 fish; 1 VP)
Immediately before scoring, you may cover the printed negative
VP on the Building spaces of your Harbor board with 1 wood
each from your personal supply. The covered negative VP will be
ignored during scoring. (Buildings like the “Bank” from the Codfish
deck will not consider them.) Wood used to cover negative VP in
this fashion cannot be used for any other effect.

O
Office (Codfish, A305; Building cost: 7 fish; 1 VP)
You may immediately (and only once via this Building) take an
“Issue a Share” action, without placing a Worker. If you do,
you must issue exactly two Shares by turning two Unissued
Shares in your personal supply to the “Share” side in your color.
Place these two Shares on the designated space of the Action
board. (This is considered a single “Issue a Share” action. It
may trigger other Buildings like the “Ship Holding Co.” from the
Herring deck.)
Then immediately (and only once via this Building) take 3 gold
from the general supply and place the gold in your personal
supply. (Consequently, this action provides 1 gold less than two
separate “Issue a Share” actions on the Action board would.) The
Office has no effect if you have at most one Unissued Share.

P

Manor (Herring, C153; Building cost: 3 wood, 2 gold; 0 or 7 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Manor scores 7 VP if
you have at least 6 issued Shares. (These Shares retain their base
value of 1 VP.) The color of the Shares does not matter. Unissued
Shares do not count. The Manor scores nothing if you have 5 or
fewer issued Shares. In the solo game, you get 7 VP if you have
issued all of your 5 Shares.

Parish House (Herring, B121; Building cost: 2 wood, 3 fish; 0 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) take an amount of
gold from the general supply equal to the number of Elders in your
Elder Council and place the gold in your personal supply. However,
you can get at most 3 gold from this, even if you have 4 or 5 Elders.
The Parish House has no effect if you do not have any Elders.

Manufacture (Mackerel, B230; Building cost: 4 wood, 3 fish,
1 gold; 4 VP)
At any time (and any number of times) until scoring, except in
the middle of another action, you may exchange 1 wood in your
personal supply for 1 fish from the general supply. Alternatively,
you may exchange 3 fish for 2 wood. (Observe the 12 wood limit in
your personal supply.) Note that you cannot make this exchange in
the middle of the “Sailor” Elder action to serve fish to additional
plates by immediately exchanging the wood you get from the
action for fish.

Park Lodge (Codfish, A317; Building cost: 1 wood, 1 gold; 3 VP)
You may immediately (and only once via this Building) take a
“Take an Elder” action, without placing a Worker. As usual,
take an accessible Elder from the Ships and Elders supply board
and place him on a free seat in your Elder Council. (This “Take
an Elder” action may trigger other Buildings like the “Holiday
Resort”.) You may not use the new Elder right away. (You may
use him on your next turn or later via a normal Worker action.)
The Park Lodge has no effect if there are no seats left in your
Elder Council.

Pier House (Herring, A105; Building cost: 2 wood, 1 fish; 0 VP)
Each time before you take a “Build a Ship” action, take 3 wood
from the general supply and place the wood in your personal
supply. (It does not matter how you got the “Build a Ship” action.
Observe the 12 wood limit in your personal supply.) Note that you
may use this wood to build the Ship. In particular, the effect of the
Pier House allows you to initiate a “Build a Ship” action even if you
cannot afford a Ship at the moment, provided you will be able to
build one after receiving those 3 wood. Regardless, you must build
a Ship in order to get the wood.

Ranger’s Office (Mackerel, B227; Building cost: 1 wood, 3 fish,
2 gold; 3 VP)
Each time before you take a “Thin Out” action, you may add
a Forest to a double space that already contains one or more
Forests. (It does not matter how you got the “Thin Out” action.
It is possible that there are more than two Forests on a double
space. Remember that Forests may not overhang.) The newly
added Forest counts towards the “Thin Out” action, because it is
placed before. (The effect of the Ranger’s Office is not considered a
“Reforest” action.)

Playhouse (Mackerel, B232; Building cost: 15 fish, 1-7 gold; 11 VP)
The amount of gold that you must pay for the Playhouse is equal
to the current Round: 1 gold in Round 1, 2 gold in Round 2, etc.
(Additionally, you must pay the depicted 15 fish.) The Playhouse
has no effect.

Rathskeller (Codfish, B323; Building cost: 4 wood, 4 fish, 2 gold;
0 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) take an amount of
gold from the general supply equal to the number of fish on the
Elders in your Elder Council and place the gold in your personal
supply. Leave the fish on the Elders—you need not and may not
remove them. (Note that the number of seats in the Elder Council
are limited. You can get at most 10 gold from this, because,
whenever there are three fish on an Elder, they are immediately
removed.) The Rathskeller has no effect if there are no fish on
your Elders.

Pond Hut (Codfish, B326; Building cost: 3-12 wood; 2 VP)
The amount of wood that you must pay for the Pond Hut is equal
to your current haul size (e.g., 3 wood at the start of the game,
and 12 wood with a fully covered Fishing track.)
The amount of gold that you get from the Pond Hut depends on
the amount of fish in your personal supply. (You will not lose any
fish from this.) If you have 4 to 7 fish, you get 1 gold. If you have
8 to 11 fish, you get 2 gold. If you have 12 or more fish, you get
3 gold. Take the gold immediately (and only once via this Building)
from the general supply and place it in your personal supply. The
Pond Hut has no effect if you have 3 or fewer fish in your personal
supply.
Poor House (Mackerel, B221; Building cost: 2 wood; 1 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) move all of the fish
from the Banquet Table plates into your personal supply. (You must
take either literally all fish from the Banquet Table or no fish at all.)
The Poor House has no effect if there is no fish on the Banquet
Table. (Note that there are only seven plates on the Banquet Table
so you can get at most 7 fish from this.)
Portal (Herring, A113; Building cost: 2 gold; 1 VP)
You may immediately (and only once via this Building) take an
“Issue a Share” action, without placing a Worker. (This “Issue a
Share” action may trigger other Buildings like the “Ship Holding
Co.”.) As usual, turn an Unissued Share in your personal supply to
the “Share” side in your color. Place this Share on the designated
space of the Action board. Instead of gold (which you would
normally get for this), take 6 wood and 6 fish from the general
supply and place the wood and the fish in your personal supply.
(Observe the 12 wood limit in your personal supply.) The Portal has
no effect if you do not have an Unissued Share left.
Purveyor (Mackerel, A216; Building cost: 1 wood, 1 fish, 1 gold;
2 VP)
Each time before you use an Elder, you may take a “Serve Fish”
action, without placing a Worker. If you do, you may only serve
fish to one plate (as opposed to the “Serve Fish” action space
which allows you to serve fish to multiple plates). As usual, take
1 gold from the general supply and place the gold in your personal
supply. Note that, in particular, the effect of the Purveyor allows
you to use an Elder even if the Banquet Table has no fish, because
you can supply that fish via the “Serve Fish” action that you get
from the Purveyor.

R
Raftbuilder (Herring, A109; Building cost: 1 wood, 1 fish; 1 VP)
Each time after you complete a “Build a Ship” action, take 2 wood
from the general supply and place the wood in your Reserve (and
not in your personal supply).

Refuge (Codfish, A303; Building cost: 1 wood, 1 fish; 0 VP)
Each time after you complete a “Reforest” action, take 1 gold
and 2 wood from the general supply and place the gold and
the wood in your personal supply. (It does not matter how you
got the “Reforest” action. Observe the 12 wood limit in your
personal supply.)
Renting Service (Mackerel, C253; Building cost: 6 wood, 6 fish,
3 gold; 3 or more VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Renting Service scores
3 VP plus a number of VP equal to the number of Ships left on the
Ships and Elders supply board (e.g., because no one bought it or
because it has been returned).
Repair Hall (Codfish, C342; Building cost: 6 wood, 1 schooner;
7 VP)
Pay the required schooner by removing it from your Fishing track.
Return the schooner to the Ships and Elders supply board (it can
be reacquired) and move the remaining Ships on your Fishing track
as far to the left as possible.
You may then immediately (and only once via this Building) take
a “Transfer Reserve” action, without placing a Worker. (This
“Transfer Reserve” action may trigger other Buildings like the
“Reserve Depot”.)
Reserve Depot (Codfish, A315; Building cost: 1 gold; 2 VP)
Each time there is no wood in your Reserve (e.g., after taking a
“Transfer Reserve” action), you may take 1 wood from the general
supply and place it in your Reserve (and not in your personal
supply). Similarly: Each time there is no fish on your Reserve,
you may place 1 fish from the general supply in your Reserve. If
you have multiple Buildings that fill your empty Reserve (like the
“Dairy” or “Wet Storage” from the Herring deck), you may apply
their effects all at the same time—in an order of your choice. (All
of these Buildings may be triggered.)
Residence (Mackerel, B231; Building cost: 3 gold; 4 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) take an amount
of wood and fish from the general supply equal to the number
of Elders in your Elder Council and place the wood and fish in
your personal supply. (Note that the number of seats in the Elder
Council are limited. You can get at most 5 wood and 5 fish from
this. Observe the 12 wood limit in your personal supply.) The
Residence has no effect if you do not have any Elders.
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Residential Home (Herring, B131; Building cost: 3 gold; 4 VP)
Each time after you remove 3 fish from an Elder in your Elder
Council, take 1 wood from the general supply and place the wood
in your personal supply. (You get the wood in addition to the fish
from the Elder. Observe the 12 wood limit in your personal supply.)
During the Fishing Phase, if you remove fish from multiple Elders,
you get a corresponding amount of wood. If you build the Residential Home via an Elder from which you have just removed 3 fish,
you do not get 1 wood retroactively.

Ship Broker (Mackerel, B223; Building cost: 7 wood, 3 fish; 1 VP)
At any time (and any number of times) until scoring, except in
the middle of another action, you may sell sloops for 2 gold and
cutters for 4 gold each. (You cannot sell your schooners or the preprinted starting catboat.) Remove the sold Ships from your Fishing
track and return them to the Ships and Elders supply board (they
can be reacquired). Move the remaining Ships on your Fishing
track as far to the left as possible. Then take the gold from the
general supply and place it in your personal supply.

Resource Trade (Herring, B123; Building cost: 2 wood, 1 gold; 2 VP)
At any time (and any number of times) until scoring, except in
the middle of another action, you may exchange 5 fish in your
personal supply for 3 wood from the general supply. (Observe the
12 wood limit in your personal supply.)

Ship Holding Co. (Herring, B130; Building cost: 2 wood, 2 fish,
2 gold; 3 VP)
Each time after you complete an “Issue a Share” action, you
may take an additional “Build a Ship” action, without placing
a Worker. (It does not matter how you got the “Issue a Share”
action. This “Build a Ship” action may trigger other Buildings like
the “Seafaring Society”.) You may use the goods gained from the
“Issue a Share” action to build the Ship. (You may only take the
“Build a Ship” action if you can afford a Ship.) If you issue more
than one Share on the same turn (which is currently only possible
via the “Office” from the Codfish deck), you may still only take one
additional “Build a Ship” action.

Retirement Home (Herring, C146; Building cost: 2 fish, 7 gold; 7 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) take an amount of
gold from the general supply equal to the number of Elders in your
Elder Council and place the gold in your personal supply. (Note
that the number of seats in the Elder Council are limited. You can
get at most 5 gold from this.) The Retirement Home has no effect
if you have no Elders.
Rich Forest (Mackerel, C252; Building cost: 1 gold; 0-7 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Rich Forest scores a
number of VP equal to the number of Buildings on your Harbor
board that are orthogonally adjacent to one or more Forests. (Each
such Building is only counted once, even if it is adjacent to multiple
Forests.) The Rich Forest scores nothing if you do not have any
Buildings that are orthogonally adjacent to Forest. (Buildings that
are only diagonally adjacent to Forest do not count.)
Rigging Workshop (Mackerel, A211; Building cost: 3 wood,
3 fish; 0 VP)
Each time after you complete a “Build a Ship” action, take 1 gold
from the general supply and place the gold in your Reserve (and
not in your personal supply). (It does not matter how you got the
“Build a Ship” action.)

S
Sailor’s Home (Mackerel, B225; Building cost: 4 wood, 2 fish; 2 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) place 1 gold from
the general supply on each Elder in your Elder Council. Each time
before you use an Elder with gold from the Sailor’s Home, move
the gold into your personal supply. Before scoring, return any gold
that you did not collect this way to the general supply—you do not
score any VP for it. The Sailor’s Home has no effect if you do not
have any Elders.
Sawmill (Herring, B127; Building cost: 4 fish, 2 gold; 2 VP)
Each time after you complete a “Deforest” action, you may remove
an additional Forest from your Harbor board and return it to the
general supply. If you do, take 3 wood from the general supply and
place the wood in your personal supply. (It does not matter how
you got the “Deforest” action. The effect of the Sawmill is not
considered as a “Deforest” action on its own.)
Seafaring Society (Herring, B128; Building cost: 1 wood, 2 gold; 2 VP)
Each time before you take a “Build a Ship” action, take 1 gold from
the general supply and place the gold in your personal supply. (It
does not matter how you got the “Build a Ship” action.) Note that
you may use this gold to build the Ship. In particular, the effect of
the Seafaring Society allows you to initiate a “Build a Ship” action
even if you cannot afford a Ship at the moment, provided you will
be able to build one after receiving that 1 gold. Regardless, you
must build a Ship in order to get the gold.
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Shipping Line (Herring, C142; Building cost: 2 gold; 2 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) take a number
of goods from the general supply for the Ships that you have.
Take 3 fish for each sloop, 3 wood for each cutter, and 1 gold for
each schooner on your Fishing track and place the goods in your
personal supply. (The preprinted starting catboat does not provide
any goods from this. Observe the 12 wood limit in your personal
supply.) The Shipping Line has no effect if you have no Ships other
than the catboat.
Shipping Museum (Mackerel, C245; Building cost: 1 sloop, 1 cutter,
1 schooner; 7 VP)
Pay the required Ships by removing them from your Fishing track.
Return the Ships to the Ships and Elders supply board (they can be
reacquired) and move the remaining Ships on your Fishing track as
far to the left as possible.
Then immediately (and only once via this Building) take 3 gold
from the general supply and place the gold in your personal
supply.
Shipping Office (Herring, A117; Building cost: 1 wood, 1 fish,
1 gold; 3 VP)
From now on, every Ship that you build costs you 1 good less, if
possible. You get a discount of 1 fish on sloops (so they cost you
2 wood and 1 fish each) and a discount of 1 wood on cutters
(so they cost you 5 wood and 1 gold each). If you build a schooner
with gold, you get a discount of 1 gold (so the cost drops from
4 gold to 3). Other Buildings (like the “Slipway”) may offer additional discounts. No cost can drop below 0.
Slipway (Herring, A111; Building cost: 1 gold; 1 VP)
From now on, every Ship that you build costs you 2 wood less, if
possible. (So, sloops cost you 2 fish each, cutters 4 wood and 1 gold
each, and schooners 6 wood and 8 fish each, unless you build them
with gold.) Other Buildings (like the “Shipping Office”) may offer
additional discounts. No cost can drop below 0.
Small Forest Castle (Herring, C154; Building cost: 4 wood, 4 fish,
1 gold; 0 or more VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Small Forest Castle
scores a number of VP equal to the number of Forests on
your Harbor board. (Every single Forest counts, even if stacked
together.) The Small Forest Castle scores nothing if you have no
Forests left.

Smoking Cottage (Mackerel, B222; Building cost: 1 wood; 1 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) place an amount of
wood from the general supply in your Reserve (and not in your
personal supply) until there are an equal number of wood and fish
tokens in your Reserve. The Smoking Cottage has no effect if there
are no fish or fewer fish than wood in your Reserve.

Trading House (Herring, B122; Building cost: 2 wood, 2 gold; 1 VP)
At any time (and any number of times) until scoring, except in the
middle of another action, you may exchange 2 wood and 2 fish in
your personal supply for 1 gold from the general supply.

Stilt House (Mackerel, B228; Building cost: 1 wood; 3 VP)
You may only build the Stilt House if the four spaces of your
Fishing track numbered 10 (the right one), 11, 11, and 12 (the left
one) are free. (These spaces are indicated by stilts on the shore.)
Place the Stilt House on top of these exact spaces. (The Stilt House
covers four spaces like a schooner. However, it is still considered
a Building and not a Ship.) The Stilt House does not affect your
haul size until you cover all the spaces left of it. (As a result, your
haul size will be 12.) Note that there are Buildings (like the “Ship
Broker”) and—in 5-player games—the “Ship Owner” Elder that
can remove Ships from your Fishing track. This may cause the Stilt
House to lose its effect temporarily.

Villa (Codfish, B332; Building cost: 3 wood, 3 fish, 2 gold; 0, 5, 7 or
9 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, count the number of
Forests that are orthogonally adjacent to the Villa. (Every single
Forest counts, even if stacked together. Forests that are merely
diagonally adjacent to the Villa do not count.) If there are 2 such
Forests, the Villa scores 5 VP. If there are 3 or 4 such Forests, the
Villa scores 7 VP. If there are 5 or more such Forests, the Villa
scores 9 VP. The Villa scores nothing if it is orthogonally adjacent
to 1 Forest or no Forest at all.

Stock Management (Mackerel, A218; Building cost: 2 wood, 2 fish;
0-3 VP)
From now on, every schooner that you build costs you 1 gold less,
if possible (so 3 gold unless you build it for 8 wood and 8 fish).
Other Buildings (like the “Shipping Office” from the Herring deck)
may offer additional discounts. No cost can drop below 0.
During scoring at the end of the game, the Stock Management
scores a number of VP equal to the number of schooners on
your Fishing track. (Note that the number of spaces on the
Fishing track are limited. The Stock Management can score at
most 3 VP.)
Stockfishery (Codfish, B325; Building cost: 3 wood, 1 gold; 1 VP)
At any time (and any number of times) until scoring, except in the
middle of another action, you may exchange 1 wood and 3 fish in
your personal supply for 1 gold from the general supply.
Supply Storage (Mackerel, A212; Building cost: 2 fish; 0 VP)
Your minimum Haul size is equal to the number of Forests on
your Harbor board. (Every single Forest counts, even if stacked
together.) The Supply Storage has no effect as long as your Fishing
track shows a greater haul size.
Swing-Net Fishery (Herring, C152; Building cost: your choice of
10 wood or 12 fish; 0 or 5 VP)
You can build the Swing-Net Fishery with your choice of wood or
fish. During scoring at the end of the game, it scores 5 VP if your
haul size is 12. The Swing-Net Fishery scores nothing if your haul
size is 11 or lower. (Note that there are two 12s on the Fishing
track.)

T
Theater (Herring, A118; Building cost: 4 wood, 6 fish, 1-7 gold;
9 VP)
The amount of gold that you must pay for the Theater is equal
to the current Round: 1 gold in Round 1, 2 gold in Round 2, etc.
(Additionally, you must pay the depicted 4 wood and 6 fish.) The
Theater has no effect.
Town Hall (Herring, B126; Building cost: 3 wood, 2 fish, 1 gold;
2 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) turn an “Issued
Share” in your personal supply to the “Share” side in your color.
Leave the turned Share—as an issued Share—in your personal
supply. (The effect of the Town Hall is not considered an “Issue a
Share” action.) The Town Hall has no effect if you do not have an
Unissued Share left.

V

Village Center (Herring, A108; Building cost: 3 fish, 2 gold; 1 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) take 1 free sloop
from the Ships and Elders supply board and add the sloop to the
right of the Ships on your Fishing track. This part of the Village
Center has no effect if there are no sloops left or if there is not
enough space on your Fishing track. Otherwise taking the sloop
is considered a “Build a Ship” action (which may trigger other
Buildings like the “Seafaring Society”).
Before and/or after, you may immediately (and only once via
this Building) take two consecutive “Take an Elder” actions,
without placing a Worker. As usual, during each of these
actions, take an accessible Elder from the Ships and Elders
supply board and place him on a free seat in your Elder Council.
(Each of these actions may trigger other Buildings like the
“Holiday Resort” from the Codfish deck.) You may not use the
new Elders right away. (You may use them on your next turn or
later via a normal Worker action.) If you only have one seat left
in your Elder Council, you can only take one of the two “Take
an Elder” actions. This part of the Village Center has no effect if
there are no seats left in your Elder Council.
In total, the Village Center grants you three free actions that
you may take in any order.
Village Church (Herring, C150; Building cost: 3 wood, 3 fish, 3 gold;
0 or 7 VP)
During scoring at the end of the game, the Village Church scores
7 VP if you have at least 9 Buildings (including the Village Church).
The Village Church scores nothing if you have 8 or fewer Buildings.
All of your Buildings count, including ones that you did not build
on Building spaces (like the “Stilt House” from the Mackerel deck).

W
Water Tower (Mackerel, B224; Building cost: 5 wood; 1 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) take 2 gold from the
general supply and place the gold in your Reserve (and not in your
personal supply).
Wet Storage (Herring, A112; Building cost: N/A; 1 VP)
Each time after you empty the Reserve space on your Harbor
board (e.g., via a “Transfer Reserve” action), immediately place
3 wood from the general supply in your Reserve (and not in your
personal supply). If you have multiple Buildings that fill your empty
Reserve (like the “Dairy”), you may apply their effects all at the
same time—in an order of your choice. (All of these Buildings may
be triggered.)
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Whaling Station (Mackerel, B229; Building cost: 5 wood, 7 fish;
3 VP)
As soon as your haul size is 12, immediately (and only once via
this Building) take 4 gold from the general supply and place the
gold in your personal supply. (Note that there are two 12s on the
Fishing track.) If your haul size is 12 already when you build the
Whaling Station, you get the gold right away. Note that there are
Buildings (like the “Ship Broker”) and—in 5-player games—the
“Ship Owner” Elder that can cause your haul size to drop below
12 again. If it does and you regain a haul size of 12 later, you do
not get additional gold from the Whaling Station.
Wharf (Herring, C143; Building cost: 5 wood, 4 fish, 2 gold; 2 VP)
As soon as your haul size is exactly 10, immediately (and only
once via this Building) take 1 free schooner from the Ships and
Elders supply board and add the schooner to the right of your
Ships on the Fishing track. (As a result, your haul size will be 12.)
If there are no schooners left, take one from the game box. (You
may not take a sloop or cutter instead.) Taking the schooner
is considered a “Build a Ship” action (which may trigger other
Buildings like the “Seafaring Society”). If your haul size is 10
already when you build the Wharf, you get the schooner right
away. Note that there are Buildings (like the “Ship Broker” from
the Mackerel deck) and—in 5-player games—the “Ship Owner”
Elder that can cause your haul size to drop below 10 again. If
it does and you regain a haul size of 10 later, you do not get an
additional schooner from the Wharf.
Wood Exchange (Codfish, A312; Building cost: 2 wood, 1 gold; 2 VP)
At any time (and any number of times) until scoring, except in the
middle of another action, you may exchange 3 fish in your
Reserve for 2 wood from the general supply. Place the wood in
your Reserve (and not in your personal supply). Note that you
cannot make this exchange in the middle of the Fishing Phase (but
only after you complete all five steps).
Wood Shipping Co. (Codfish, B329; Building cost: 3 fish, 2 gold; 3 VP)
As soon as your haul size is 9 or greater, immediately (and only
once via this Building), take 5 wood from the general supply and
place the wood in your personal supply. (Observe the 12 wood
limit in your personal supply.) Additionally, immediately (and only
once via this Building) take another 5 wood from the general
supply and place the wood in your Reserve (and not in your
personal supply again). If your haul size is already 9 or greater
when you build the Wood Shipping Co., you get the wood right
away.
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Note that there are Buildings (like the “Ship Broker” from the
Mackerel deck) and—in 5-player games—the “Ship Owner” Elder
that can cause your haul size to drop below 9 again. If it does
and you regain a haul size of 9 or greater later, you do not get
additional wood from the Wood Shipping Co.
Wood Trade (Herring, B124; Building cost: 2 fish, 1 gold; 2 VP)
At any time (and any number of times) until scoring, except in the
middle of another action, you may exchange 4 wood in your
personal supply for 1 gold from the general supply. Alternatively,
you may exchange 1 gold for 3 wood. (Observe the 12 wood limit
in your personal supply.)
Woodcarver (Codfish, A308; Building cost: 2 fish, 1 gold; 1 VP)
Each time before you use an Elder, take 1 wood from the general
supply and place the wood in your personal supply. (It does not
matter how you got to use an Elder. Observe the 12 wood limit in
your personal supply.)
Worker’s Cottage (Mackerel, A202; Building cost: 1 wood; 0 VP)
Each time after you complete a “Reforest” action, you may take an
additional “Deforest” action, without placing a Worker. (It does not
matter how you got the “Reforest” action. This “Deforest” action
may trigger other Buildings like the “Sawmill” from the Herring
deck.) During the “Deforest” action, you may remove a Forest
gained from the “Reforest” action.

Y
Yard (Herring, A104; Building cost: 2 fish; 0 VP)
Immediately (and only once via this Building) take 2 gold and
1 wood from the general supply and place the gold and the wood
in your Reserve (and not in your personal supply).
Youth Center (Mackerel, A207; Building cost: 3 wood, 5 fish; 0 VP)
After each Round in which you did not use a single Elder, take
1 gold from the general supply and place the gold in your personal
supply. (You do get the gold if you merely take Elders, as long as
you do not use them.)
Youth Hostel (Mackerel, A208; Building cost: 3 wood; 0 VP)
After each Round in which you did not build a single Building,
take 1 gold from the general supply and place the gold in your
personal supply.

